The traditional interpolation and fitting cannot restore the radiation dose curve with the radiation source characteristic. Therefore, during the reduction the field of one dimensional radiation dose, the mathematical structure method was used to restore the curve with the dose value of the radioactive source is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the radioactive source.
INTRODUCTION
The rectangular area of containing the radiation source is divided into grid, and the corresponding grid node data is collected. We can structure dose function to fill the missing part of the data with the 
is the rectangular point set, the grid node Table 1 ). The idea of the inversion of the nuclear radiation dose field is that the dose of any point is obtained by using the cubic spline interpolation with the data of grid node, which is based on collected grid node data. For interior grid points, we can get the value of any point by structure. Therefore, the dose of any point in the region can be obtained.
ONE DIMENSIONAL RADIATION DOSE DOMINANCE OF ADJACENT POINT
The source of continuous slope change structure is the continuous concentration function curve with concave function characteristic in the range of grid data.
Taking fully into account the characteristics of the radioactive source, the radioactive dose is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the nuclear sources [1] . Based on the dose dominance of adjacent point, the radiation dose was restored and dose curve of one dimensional is obtained. 
